From the CEO's desk:
What an unbelievable start we’ve had to the year. Never before have we had to
care so much about the safety of our Extentians, families, partners, customers,
communities, and friends. As we reorganized our lives in March – our top priority
was the health and safety of our extended Extentia family. And, as we settled into
our new normals and routines, we shifted our attention to supporting business
continuity for our customers and partners.
Extentians across the country and world have quickly adapted to working remotely
and working from home. We’ve seen incredible sustained productivity, an
incredible attitude of support, and the agility we expect from our teams as we
adapt to a new world.
We’ve been working on several online initiatives with our customers, partners, and
of course our valuable Extentians. Read on to learn more!
As always, we are posting regular updates on social media – don’t forget to check
them out!
Of course, your comments and suggestions are always valued, and we look forward
to hearing them.
Please, wash your hands and stay safe (never expected to sign o with that…),

Umeed Kothavala

EXTENTIA IN THE NEWS
A year after we launched our XEN LAB
PNQ Experience Center, we’ve quickly
migrated as much of that magical
experience to the online and virtual
world as possible. XEN UNWIRED
delivers the process, gami cation,
engagement, and outcomes that our
participants expect – all online. We’re
excited to see what we’re delivering
with XEN UNWIRED and invite you to
learn more about our workshops.
Click here!

As a member of the SAP AppHaus
Network, Extentia has been
recognized as part of their recent
‘Go Virtual’ initiative.
Read about it!

We were thrilled to announce the
expansion of our
collaboration with vestar*, our
long-time partner in the United
States. Together, we will be
providing a range of services to
customers and partners in the
Salesforce ecosystem.

Now, for how we’re dealing with the WFH
situation (and we want to hear from you too!)

Here’s what we’ve posted about

Our intra-company competition

during the pandemic.

– XPL – has been kept alive

Thankfully, we expect to be

during this pandemic and has

ready for a post COVID-19 world.

moved online (no surprise there).

Check out our blog posts and

We even held our rst virtual

videos.

annual quiz in July.
Want to see what kept our
quizzers on their toes? Just ask!

Take care and stay safe!
— Team Extentia
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